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What is iQJournalism? 

An intelligent advisor for predicting the perceived quality of news
articles. Artificial intelligence methodologies are utilized, with the
purpose of providing real-time recommendations to journalists looking
to improve the overall quality and engagement of their articles (language
quality, subjectivity level, emotionality, and entertainment).

Absence of clear guidelines and tools for creating decent online news
Emphasis on audience engagement and advertising revenue

Enhance article quality, while discouraging click-bait techniques 

Addressing: 

Goal:





State of the art research on online editors/writing assistants
The system’s 1st design prototype was created (via Drawio)
Focus group with 10 MSc students and journalists 
Prototype refinement             Interactive Prototype (via Figma)
Desirability (light usability) study (20 participants)
Iterative improvements           Functional Prototype

iQJournalism is designed using a user-centered iterative design approach, in order to
facilitate the specific needs of the journalists and editors using it. 

iQJournalism Prototype and Design Methodology 









Moderated desirability, light usability study

Run for 2 weeks (3/5/2023 - 15/5/2023)

20 participants:  MSc students

Individual sessions, completing 3 situation specific tasks and

providing feedback using the think-aloud protocol and research

questions

       18 Female, 2 Male

       20-35 years old

       4,7 average years of experience as article authors

User Study



Hypothesis H1 : There is a strong positive user experience when participants
interact with the prototype 
Hypothesis H2 : The perceived usability score of all participants is higher than
the standard average SUS score of 68
Hypothesis H3 : Participants’ NPS score is over 30, showing a clear tendency
towards recommending iQJournalism system 
Hypothesis H4 : Participants’ scores distribution with respect to their overall
experience and satisfaction with the prototype show a central tendency towards
the top values (strong attitudes) of the subsequent Likert scales. 
Hypothesis H5 : The majority of the participants performed faster and more
effectively (i.e., SWA < 1)

Study Hypotheses





Pragmatic quality: 1.81 (classified as “Excellent” and in the range of
the 10% best results)
Hedonic quality: 1.12 (classified as “Above Average”, with 25% of
results better and 50% of results worse)
Overall user experience: 1.47 (classified as “Good”, with 10% of
results better and 75% of results worse).

Short User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ), 8 items: 

Evaluation Results : User Experience - Acceptance
of Hypothesis 1



User Experience:
Product Reaction Cards
(Hypothesis 1)

Product Reaction Cards: 80% of
users described the system as
“Easy to use”, 70% as “Friendly”,
55% as “Clean” and 50% of
users described it as “Efficient”



Score 40

Baseline Score 82,5 

Great rating. High likelihood of
recommending the system

SUS (Hypothesis 2)

Above threshold (68). Great to
Excellent rating

NPS (Hypothesis 3)



Perceived Satisfaction Questions (4 items): Overall there is a positive consensus and a central
tendency towards the top values (strong positive attitudes) of the scales (i.e. 5, 6 and 7). 

Satisfaction - Acceptance of Hypothesis 4

95%* of the participants agreed that the system was easy to use.

85% can self-reflect and get a good understanding of their performance.

90% are overall satisfied with the  iQJournalism prototype.

85% stated they usually do not feel uncomfortable and emotionally loaded

(i.e., stressed-out/ overwhelmed) when interacting with the system.

1.

2.

3.

4.

*Percentage of answers concentrated on values 5,6,7



How easy is it to deal with iQJournalism for
doing your job?

Using the data from the various system's views,
I can self-reflect and get a good understanding
of my performance.

How would you rate your overall satisfaction
with iQJournalism prototype?

When I interact with the various views of
iQJournalism, I usually feel uncomfortable and
emotionally loaded (i.e., stressed-out/ overwhelmed)



Tasks - Acceptance of
Hypothesis 5

3 Tasks
Metrics: Success with
Assistance, Completion time
and open-ended feedback
Group A performed faster
and more effectively



Important Feedback

Positive comments: exploitation by junior
editors, the user-friendly interface and the
color selection, word-counter feature

Negative comments: outdated, absence of
tracking for the implemented changes

Suggestions: keywords generation, synonym
recommendations, visual recommendations.
“spelling, grammar, syntax check always on”,
reading time indicator, “add-on for Word or
WordPress”.



Future Work - Closing Remarks

A positive user experience and acceptance of the first version

of the system (prototype stage) 

Significant areas for improvements 

Iterative design based on users’ feedback and testing

Developing a fully functional version of the system.
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